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Rising Tech Startup TechieHR Aims to Improve IT Hiring with Brand New One-Stop Human Resource Platform

A Southern California-based tech startup founded by a group of UC Irvine students released its first software platform. The new software product, which bears the same name as the company, TechieHR, was designed to change the norms of the human resource management of the IT industry.

The current practice of IT hiring is widely complained by both employers and candidates. Multiple platforms are used for different tasks involved in the hiring process, including job posting, job searching, application, communication, and code evaluation. Job seekers can be confused by the combination of platforms of different companies they are applying for. It’s also a huge headache for HRs to manage and track applications through different platforms. By combining all the essential elements of the IT talent acquisition process, TechieHR aims to let users go through the entire hiring process within a single integrated platform.

"This ambitious project has surpassed my expectations by a large margin, and the market potential is truly tremendous," commented Wayne Hayes, the esteemed professor from UC Irvine who has been advising and overseeing the TechieHR project.

“We designed the platform with users in mind, and the platform was polished to its finest details to ensure the optimal user experience,” said the tech lead of TechiHR’s development team. “With TechieHR plugged into the hiring procedure, our enterprise users would save a significant amount of time and resources, without compromising the quality of their hires.”

“With just a few clicks you can schedule an interview with an applicant,” commented as feedback by an IT hiring team member, after getting some hands-on trials with TechieHR, “Interviews can be easily tracked in the manager dashboard, which also provides statistics that brings insights we never had access before when using separate platforms,” added by him. “I can see that TechieHR can definitely accelerate my work and improve the overall hiring efficiency.”

Facts and Highlights about TechieHR

● Comprehensive Functionality: TechieHR is a feature-rich platform that empowers both candidates and human resource managers, providing all necessary tools within a single integrated environment.
- Highly Customizable Code Grading: IT hiring managers can tailor the code grading process to align with their specific needs, allowing for a more precise evaluation of the candidate’s technical abilities.
- Multiple Programming Language Support: Test candidates’ programming skills in the language that aligns with the job requirements.
- Enhanced Communication Capabilities: The platform incorporates video calls, chat boxes, and whiteboards.
- Collaborative online IDE: TechieHR offers code pads with in-real-time compiling and execution features, delivering programming experiences as smooth as your favorite IDEs.

For more information about TechieHR contact techiehr@uci.edu. Try our software demo at www.techiehr.com.

About TechieHR:
TechieHR is a Irvine, CA based startup founded by a group of ambitious students from UC Irvine. The company was cofounded by Lanny, Tiancheng, and Weitian. Fueled by their passion for revolutionizing the IT hiring process, the TechieHR team strives to provide a seamless and comprehensive platform that simplifies talent acquisition for organizations in the information technology industry. With cutting-edge software engineering technology and a commitment to user satisfaction, TechieHR is shaping the future of IT hiring.